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To the Earth Leaders





The purpose of this book is tomake peo-

ple aware of the ways of integrity. And

to be the earth leader with the highest

integrity. One could easily understand

and learn what not to do. This book is

like the ‘danger sign’writtenon the side

of the road of one’s life journey.

- Dr Sai Bhaskar Reddy Nakka
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Preface

As explained in this book there are many ways, people could lose

ones integrity in their lifetime - intentionally or unintentionally.

This book enables one to understand the varied integrity aspects

with examples, by which one could strive to live in integrity and

bring integrity amongmany.

The competition to survive, excel and feel superior over others

are few of the root causes for loosing integrity. Most often the

weakness of someone or something is exploited as an opportunity

by the person with less integrity. Many times the other person’s

desire is misused in the process. The degree of integrity among

the people based on the situation and context has become a norm.

The integrity among individuals is decreasing as years pass by.

Also, the law and justice of all the countries are not common. In

the society too, the areas and degree of integrity anticipated in a

person are variable. People ignore some people and are particular

about others integrity. The law itself permits some to loose

integrity to a permissible level. A person still exists honourably -

without any guilt nor punishment. Therefore in time and space,

the integrity values are variable. There are professionals such

as chartered accountants and lawyers who facilitate people and

organisations lose integrity and live with honour, by proving that

their client had done everything within the limits of the law.

The examples narrated in this book are the authors experiences,

exposure and understanding on integrity. They are used for
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learning and not to hurt or belittle anyone. Oneself lacking

integrity in someaspectsmaynot lose integrity in all other aspects.

It is like, a thief may not try to steal jewelry from his sleeping wife.

The chapters presented in this book are not in order. One could

read this book randomly. Every aspect of integrity is important

and equal. After reading each chapter, one could contemplate

by gazing the mandalas or designs presented at the end of each

chapter.
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Welfare

I went to the government hospital many times when our relatives

got admitted. Itwas a different experience altogether. To enter the

hospital the security guard needs to be bribed with somemoney.

Everyone knows that. Otherwise, he will shoo away the attendants

and visitors angrily. When a new patient is brought for admission

under emergency there will not be any nurses or attendees to

bring in the patient from the ambulance outside. There will be few

stretchers in the emergencyward. By depositing themobile phone

with the head nurse only then one can take the stretcher out. After

transferring the patient on to the bed, the emergency doctor and

the nurses will attend the patient. Except at the Incentive Care

Units, all other places are very dirty. The common toilets are like

hell.

I once went to a famous government children’s hospital. Saw

that mother’s with their days to month’s old children were lying

on the floor, as the beds are less and patients are more.

The only good thing about the government hospital is that

unnecessary treatment is not done and the patient is asked to

leave immediately after treatment. That is in contrast with the

private hospitals. There are many young doctors working in the

Government hospital - the patients are plenty with a diversity of

ailments - a good opportunity to practice and learn quickly. Many

senior doctors from the government hospitals have their private
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